Two tensions central to the study of Paul's letters in the last half century emerge with intriguing nuance in 1 Corinthians: the relation of Paul's apocalyptic language to various models of "covenant history"; and the relation of his cross-based epistemology to the letter's ethical discourse. A close reading of the disorienting ways Paul refers to time suggests certain ways of mediating (though not resolving) these tensions. With the help of analogies from music and poetry, this essay argues that the intersection of typological figure (e.g., 10:1-23) with temporal disruption and innovation (e.g., "time being gathered up" in 7:29) reveals a relational idiom that grounds Paul's distinctive messianic ethics at the juncture he designates "the ends of the ages."
Introduction
Time and temporality figure large in 1 Corinthians. From its opening image of expectant "waiting for the apocalypse [apokalypsis] of the Lord Jesus Christ who will sustain you to the end" (1:7-8, my trans.) to its culminating temporal sequence (tagma, 15:23)-when Christ delivers the kingdom to the Father and, at the last trumpet, the dead are raised (15:50-52)-the letter appears to trace a straightforward temporal trajectory that provides the driving logic of the entire letter. The death and resurrection of Jesus in the past have set in motion a present time of waiting for the general resurrection and the triumph of God who will be all in all in the future (15:28). As one interpreter has noted, however, Paul is "playful" with time; 2 he upsets temporal conventions just as he upsets the conventions of language. So, for example, the narration of events at the end (15:23) renders their actual sequence ambiguous: the dead are made alive before the end when Christ delivers the kingdom. And yet, the delivery occurs before the last trumpet and the raising of the now imperishable dead. 3 In chapter 7, temporal ambiguity is made explicit in a figure of displacement. Time-here, kairos-has been "drawn, gathered up" (7:29) so that now every worldly mood (e.g., mourning, rejoicing), motivation (e.g., to deal with the world) and vocation (marriage, buying and selling) is offset by the temporal shift marking the passing away of "the form of this world" (7:31). In chapter 10 the motif of "gathered up" time gains strength in the extended typology of Israel-in-exile that Paul offers as a "warning" to the Corinthians: "Now these things happened to them as a warning, but they were written down for our instruction upon whom the ends of the ages have come" (10:11 RSV, adapted). Linear time is contracted so that the present and the past fold in on each other to create a new temporality, neither past nor present, a temporality Paul defines graphically as "the ends of the ages." Here, Paul's Jewish apocalyptic sensibilities point him toward the soteriological consequences of, as we say, "telling time."
One of the enduring time-related questions in Pauline soteriology concerns the degree to which Paul's theology should be understood as "covenantal." Does the unfolding of God's work in history follow a linear, narrative pattern of prophecy and fulfillment (salvation-history)? Or, alternatively, does that work apocalyptically disrupt expectations about divine covenant in history such that the liberating death of God's Messiah results in a formula of new creation rather than cosmic restoration? In its starkest antithetical formulation we see an apocalyptic new-creation theology that breaks free of the salvation-history pattern of promise and fulfillment.
Clearly time is of the essence in this debate: questions concerning the place of historic Israel in Paul's theology of new creation and other temporal implications of the advent, death, and resurrection of Christ in time saturate late modern readings of Paul in the church, and increasingly in the secular academy. 4 Corollary questions arise about Paul's broader cosmic framework. How does his perception of the creation made new by the act of God in Christ bear on the way he construes God's acts in history? And how does the new creation, already begun, relate to the temporal structures of the old creation? In particular, what happens to the traditions and ethical norms of the old world in the transition from old to new? 5 Here, I propose a focus on temporal language as it occurs across the argument of 1 Corinthians to freshly address soteriological debates about divine covenant, sacred history, and ethics, all of which relate to Paul's apocalyptic stance and apprehension of new creation. In particular, this study explores the connection of the cosmic announcement in 7:29-31-the time (kairos) is "drawn up, gathered up" (synestalmenos)-to a series of "time-sensitive" typological and binary figures that follow in chapters 10, 11, and 15. I will argue that Paul's kairotic insight, stated most precisely in chapter 7, causes him to construe the typologies and binaries he later employs as figures of transformation that not only reflect, but also generate or release, new creation in a world whose "form [schēma] is passing away" (7:31). Thus, as Paul invokes the typology of "our fathers in the wilderness" in 10:1-13, the memory of Christ's death and expectation of his coming in 11:23-26, and the typological gathering up of corporate identities (Adam and Christ) in 15:20-23, 45-49, he sees these types and figures as constituted freshly and irrevocably in kairos. Reading these figures according to the pattern of kairos time that Paul sets out in chapter 7, we can account for both Paul's use of covenant narrative (salvation history) and his insistent disruption (apocalyptic discontinuity) of that narrative without reducing his thought to the simple binary of (continuous) salvation history versus (disruptive) apocalyptic invasion.
An analogy to music that Paul himself gives us may serve as a heuristic device to show how Paul's distinctive temporal idiom-expressed in typologies and relational figures-opens perception to the gathering kairos he sees emerging at the "ends of the ages" (1 Cor 10:11). Resorting to musical analogy is not new in Pauline interpretation, especially where time is the theme. Augustine, famously pondering the mystery of time in Confessions, Book 11, heard in Paul's "straining forward to what lies ahead" (Phil 3:13) the promise of release from fragmented, linear time. There, taking examples from the sounding of the human voice in discrete units stretched over time in speech, he remarked, "Time is nothing other than tension [distentionem]," 6 a "tension of consciousness itself," "pulled many ways by multifarious distractions." 7 Against this anxious fragmentation of the self in time, he set divine eternity, pictured as the ingathering activity of God against temporal fragmentation. 8 Even as a poem or hymn 9 gathers up distended fragments of language into simultaneity and meaning, so does God through the Mediator gather up the fragmented self:
In him your right hand holds me fast, so that I may grasp that for which I have been grasped myself, and may be gathered in from dispersion in my stale days to pursue the One, forgetting the past and stretching undistracted, not to future things which are doomed to pass away, but to my eternal goal. 10 (ital. added) For Paul, no less than for Augustine, however, the musicality of time presents danger as well as promise. 11 Lured by time's beauty and eternal properties, one may be drawn into idolatry or into a gnostic eternal, oblivious to the act of creation that defines and sustains it. 12 Paul addresses this danger in an irony-laden response to his enthusiastic hearers:
Already you are filled! Already you have become rich! Without us you have become kings. And would that you did reign so that we might share the rule with you! (4:8 RSV)
On the other hand, however, his time discourse challenges the Corinthians' Epicurean-like freedom from disturbance (ataraxia), a trust in the unalterable, quotidian duration of the cosmos. 13 An analogy from music may bridge the divide: the musical line, precisely because it is made of interval and rhythm, pattern and interruption, can break with time and mirror the ex nihilo characteristic of the God who acts by speaking creation out of non-being (1:28). Paul's vision of God speaking "new creation" to and in created bodies challenges gnostic readings; that the creation God speaks is new, ex nihilo, challenges aspects of Epicurean and Stoic cosmogony. Against both alternatives, Paul sets a new figure in typology and time.
Time "Gathered Up" and the Typos of Israel in the Wilderness
Between the temporal bookends in 1:7-8 and 15:24 stand two time-focused pericopes that narrate past divine work yet confound a simple linear reading of that work. First, in chapter 7, there is the astonishing declaration that time is "gathered up" (7:29) so that those who mourn should live as though not mourning, etc., since the schēma of this world is passing away. Second, in chapter 10, Paul presents the typological figures of Israel in the wilderness-"our fathers . . . all were baptized into Moses in the cloud and in the sea, and all ate the same supernatural food and drank the same supernatural drink" (10:1-4)-as examples ("types," typoi) from the past relevant to the present community. Together, the temporal announcement in 7:29 and the typological figure developed in chapter 10 provide exegetical grounds for reading Paul's new creation as a deliverance whose perception depends on the apparatus of the gathered times, a figure made accessible by Paul's poetic and musical expression.
Augustine reached for musical analogy as he read Paul's discourse on "stretching forward toward the goal" (Phil 3:13). Philosopher Giorgio Agamben proposes that Pauline typology in 1 Corinthians exhibits a template for "rhyming" within history that opens new messianic time in the midst of chronos. 14 Indeed, Augustine and Agamben seem to "hear" Paul's temporal idiom similarly For a Stoic use: Epictetus, Discourses 2.14.8; also in Aristotle, Democritus, and other figures. 14 Agamben (The Time That Remains, 77-87) takes 1 Cor 7:29-31 as a principal instance of this sort of productive "rhyming."
as they both reach for musical analogy to grasp it. For both, Paul's temporal idiom works in analogy to poetry or music to reveal eternity in time-kairos in chronos. Agamben's "rhyming typology" and Augustine's "gathering order" across discrete sounds in melody reflect profound awareness of Paul's innovative time perception and particularly of the typological figures that abound in 1 Corinthians. In this letter, echoes of Israel's past (1 Cor 10)-indeed the universal human past (1 Cor 15)-resist the simple linearity of then versus now. Similarly, in chapter 11, Paul's christological framing of history in the Eucharist-remembering the Lord's death until he comes-serves to gather fragmented times into the one "acceptable time" kairos (11:23-27). In Paul's apocalyptic idiom, new creation breaks out from gathered up time; the cosmos is charged, from beginning to end, with the gathering energy of divine deliverance whose cruciform eruption within history gathers all history into the rectifying "now time" of active messianic life.
Paul's temporal innovations become clearer as we ponder lexical renderings of his time-defining verb systellō. In various and vivid figures-the sail's furl before the catch of wind, the folded wing of the bird before flight, the coiled body of the snake ready for the strike-these show the folding in of incipient energy in anticipation of its release. 15 Like Augustine's release from distended time into eternity, or Agamben's messianic time opening into chronos, Paul's kairos shows itself through the folding and release of temporal energies contained in typological figure. His insistence on both typology (a figure tethered to lived history) and the displacing interruption in time (from now on . . . as not, 7:29) provides the context for his appeal to Isa 49 later in the Corinthian correspondence:
At the acceptable time [kairō dektō] Ι have listened to you, and helped you on the day of salvation.' Behold, now is the acceptable kairos; behold, now is the day of salvation." (2 Cor 6:2, my trans.) "Gathered time" for Paul names the cosmic context in which the time-informed senses are directed to the "now" of salvation that is neither a pious hope for future deliverance nor a backward longing for restoration, but a genuine, awakening encounter with the spontaneous activity of God in Christ. 16 As John David Dawson notes with respect to patristic typological exegesis, "figural reading does not simply ensure that the reality of the past remains present in future fulfillments, but that this reality is radically transformed by divine agency at work in the present no less than in the past." 17 That time is witness to such radical transformation in the present and how it is witness (e.g., in transformed human communities) are among the deep mysteries of divine agency and energy to which Paul's language about time and cosmos persistently points.
Corinthians 7:29-31: Living "as not" in kairos
The central temporal motif of time gathered up occurs in the middle of the letter in a chapter dominated by questions about marriage and celibacy. The dilemma that has been presented to Paul here 15 The sail is found in Aristophanes, Ranae ("Frogs"), 999; the snake in Aristotle, Historia Animalia VIII, 594.19; and the wings in 3 Baruch 8:2. I thank L. L. Welborn for this lexical observation. 16 Cf. Rom 13:8-14, in which Paul exhorts the Roman Christians with the love command whose fulfillment in the "now time" demands their "awakening" (13:11 In five "as not" clauses, framed by two cosmic-temporal images (time being gathered up and the schēma of the world passing away), Paul provides a template for engagement with the present kosmos, whose "form" (schēma) is coming to an end. Some kinship to Stoicism is often noted in the "as not" clauses, and there are significant parallels with Epictetus. 19 Apocalyptic literature, too, offers parallels. For example, 4 Ezra 16:40-44 provides a close analogy, though without the "rhyming" pattern Paul creates by repeating the same word after the hōs mē (as not) that he uses before it. In this way each activity is exactly negated by the hōs mē, so that each statement is both aurally and logically aporetic. 20 Agamben, as we have seen, takes this text as an indicator of what he terms "messianic time." 21 In its back and forth action/negation through repetition he identifies poetic rhyme (the same word repeated in each line), and in this poetic figure he finds a device that "transforms chronological time into messianic time." 22 Briefly, for Agamben, Paul's innovative rhyme reveals the simultaneity of vocation and revocation (e.g., married as not married) as messianic energy works within the calling of the subject to "hollow it out in the very gesture of maintaining and dwelling within it." The hollowed out vocation is thus, for Agamben, made available for messianic "use," not "possession." 23 What Agamben identifies as the messianic function of the rhyme helpfully suggests the energy of messianic time but leaves wanting, or waiting, any sense of an actual new messianic subjectivity (hence any actual transformation of human being or culture) emerging from the "now time." 24 A related analogy, still marking the tensive quality of the rhyming pattern, but capturing the new subjectivity upon which Paul insists in "new creation" language, is the vibration of a violin string between two tones in vibrato. The rapidly repeated modulation between frequencies resembles the affirmative and negative repetition of the same activity in 1 Cor 7: weeping/not weeping, rejoicing/not rejoicing, buying/not buying, etc. That is to say, vibrato allows the emergence of a third sound transcending the 18 There is disagreement about whether Paul is signaling the eschatological woes connected to the nearness of the end, a standard apocalyptic motif. two base tones. The richer, resonant tone we hear captures the dispersed tonal fragments in the vibration and sounds something new. Or to return to the previous figure, from the tension generated between the two base tones is released a new energy, buoyant, floating-a new tonal reality. 25 As Paul repeats and negates each term in the "as not" stanza, he facilitates a new receptivity for those who have ears to hear. The utterance is aurally performative, for in the gap left between weeping and not weeping, rejoicing and not rejoicing, etc., a space is made for kairos to interrupt and transform chronos. This circumstance, repeated across the remarkable range of life-relations that Paul summarizes, bears dramatic witness to the passing away of the form of the present distended cosmos. Indeed in Paul's cosmic idiom it points to a thoroughgoing dissolution of the dominating powers of sin and death to make way for a new creation.
The nuance of apocalyptic transformation, not wholesale destruction of the cosmos, rules here. Paul envisages, to be sure, an end to the world-form dominated by sin and death, but some elements that constituted the world before the crucifixion of Jesus (e.g., the covenantal relationship of God with Israel) remain in some way generative of, if not unaltered by, the newly creative activity of God. The temporal medium since the crucifixion is new and qualitatively different-kairos, not chronos-and this renders all that occurs in time qualitatively new as well. To live "as not," then, is to live in a temporality revealed by a caesura in time itself. And what will be the shape of such living as "neither weeping nor not weeping," "neither rejoicing nor not rejoicing"? Is it an Epicurean or Stoic here-and-now existence, characterized by ataraxia (freedom from disturbance)? Or does it point to a passion, an eros, deeper than the world can host or fathom? That the context for Paul's extraordinary formulation concerning kairos is a chapter devoted nearly entirely to marriage and sexuality may suggest that the anxiety Paul wants to spare his hearers in 7:32 is a special liability of the worldly ideology that turns intimate human relationships into mere commodities and distractions that substitute for, rather than enhance, devotion to the Lord. The quality of "undivided attention" in v. 35 brings to mind, again, Augustine's opposite notion of chronos as distentio, fragmented time. What Paul sees in kairos is unrestrained, whole, and unfragmented time, in which the life energy of eros is liberated from worldly (and also inner-worldly, psychic) manipulation. (Note Paul's intent "not to lay any restraint upon you.") It is what Augustine observed in Phil 3:14 as extentus time, time straining forward, gathered up "toward the goal of the upward call of God," the opposite of distended and fragmented time. 26 In this kairos, the truth is revealed that the body is for the Lord and the Lord is for the body (1 Cor 6:13).
Paul's ethical advice in 1 Corinthians must be understood in this kairos-saturated frame. Standing between the affirmation of somatic Lordship in chapter 6 and the return to matters of male and female relations in chapter 11, for example, the announcement of "gathered up time" in chapter 7 is a vital link in a larger treatment of cosmos transformation that takes its cues from bodily orientations, personal and communal, as kairos breaks out and transforms chronos. The cues are notably relational, drawn with remarkable intensity in this chapter and elsewhere in the letter from the realm of sexual and erotic connections between human beings. In a characteristic rhetorical move in 7:32-34, Paul makes anxiety for the care of the other apply to both the partner (negatively) and the Lord (positively). But the qualitative distinction between chronos and kairos makes the difference. In the time of kairos, one sees in the gap between worldly and divine love the new creation gathering up and transforming every anxiety into devotion and freeing the subject for genuine, non-competitive love.
Typology and Relationality in the Gathering Kairos
Paul's focus on sexuality and marriage as the context for his strange temporal announcement in 1 Cor 7:29 leads to consideration of ways in which relational values undergird the entire letter and hence its temporal and ethical innovations. A rough analogy to the way relativity governs the modern conception of time comes to mind. Just as in modern physics every frame of reference has its own clock, so too, in Pauline theology, systems of relations (e.g., Jew/Gentile, male/female, slave free, and the pairs of terms that constitute Pauline typology) reflect and frame both chronos and kairos. The warp and seeming contradiction of kairos within chronos reflects the eruption of refigured relations within time-for example, a simultaneity of events that, though distant from each other chronologically, are now gathered up, so that memory is brought into the present in such a way as to open to new life. Paul's "playfulness" with time is a function, in part, of his realization of divine activity across and against chronological relations. Three pericopes in the letter, each dealing explicitly with cross-temporal relationships, variously illustrate the pattern: (1) the relation of Israel in the wilderness to Paul's Corinthian hearers in 10:1-20; (2) the relation of the death of Christ to his parousia expressed in the eucharistic call to "proclaim the death of Jesus until he comes" in 11:23-26; and (3) the culminating typological relation, the corporate, time-transcending identities of first Adam and last Adam (Christ) in 15:42-50. Each of these sets of relations reflects a contraction or folding in of time that brings fragmented times-then and now-into a new whole, a kairos that manifests the new creative activity of God.
In these instances, which are illustrative of pervasive patterns across the letter, Paul composes figures again analogous to musical scoring where tonal relations and patterns (typologies) provide background for the skip, the aporia, the disjuncture that opens out into new proportionality and relationality never heard before. In the aporetic, kairotic moment, memory, attention, and expectation are drawn up together into something new. "Behold, I am doing a new thing, now it springs forth, can you not perceive it?" (Isa 43:19).
Corinthians 10:1-22
First Corinthians 10 is a site of considerable debate in Pauline studies. Paul's acknowledgment of Israel as "our fathers" leads some to identify here a history-of-salvation schema in which "whatever the novelties and discontinuities brought about by the new creation in Christ, Israel and the Church belong to a single, linear history of God's activity and self-disclosure." 27 Strongly grounded in covenantal history, Paul's intimate account of "our fathers" is taken by some to be a continuous narrative of God's covenant faithfulness into which the gentiles are now incorporated. 28 But the typology sits uneasily in the apocalyptic reading by which Paul appears to posit, in the death and resurrection of the Messiah, a whole new creation, radically distinct from everything that came before. 29 It is no mere coincidence that this text, in which the claims of a covenant theology and the claims of radical apocalypticism come to loggerheads, is also the site of Paul's striking observation:
These things happened to them typologically [typikōs] and they were written down for our instruction upon whom the ends of the ages have come. (10:11, my trans.)
The odd plural "the ends of the ages" is often noted by commentators. Following Paul's temporal clues to this point, we may take the construction as a sign of kairotic disjuncture, disallowing either side of a pair of opposites-then (Israel), now (the church)-independent, exclusive, or autonomous existence. Kairos time marks discontinuity, to be sure, but in naming the point of discontinuity "the ends of the ages," Paul requires the taking up of both "then" and "now" into simultaneous nullification and transformation; that is, he requires a dialectical move. Memory and present identity are necessarily conjoined; each "end" meets the other in kairos. But the joining reflects not mere continuity, but rather Aufhebung, the simultaneous lifting up and suspension of both sides of the typology to make way for something new. precisely what aspect of the gospel is illuminated by typology, especially when, as in this case, typology opens into the dialectical expression "the ends of the ages." Read within the temporal clues of the rest of the letter, this chapter functions as an instance-a "practice"-of the apocalyptically and dialectically generated perception of kairos breaking into, or perhaps more aptly, lifting out of chronos.
Where more clearly than in typology is evident a folding-in or gathering-up of times such that the events of the past-here the exile, idolatry, and restoration of Israel-become a site announcing the arrival of the present? In typology the distance between the past and the present contracts: the past event is taken up into the present in such a way as to reveal the gospel already present in it (e.g., "the Rock was Christ" in 10:4), but unseen or unaccounted for until the acceptable time, the kairos of the Lord. Narrative through-lines are folded in on themselves by an act of kairotic creation that does not obliterate the past or erase its memory. To the contrary, the kairos establishes a space of echo between Israel in the wilderness and Corinthian identity. In a certain sense, this space is "empty"; it is the chasm in time opened up or evacuated by the new creative activity of God. From this space the announcement "the Rock was Christ" (i.e., the Rock that followed the Israelites in the desert) sounds the dynamic occurrence of the new within the old as all time is gathered into a new creation. When Paul layers the figure of eating and drinking "spiritual food and drink" from the Rock that was Christ in the wilderness with eucharistic "participation in the body of Christ" a few verses later (10:15-16), he witnesses the transfiguration of all time into God's kairos by the entry of Christ into history. The singular time that emerges from the distinct times "then" (in the wilderness) and "now" (in the Eucharist) is the kairos of new creation whose territory extends backward and forward to encompass, as Paul says in Rom 8:22, "the whole creation."
Here the relationship of disparate events is made meaningful not so much narratively through a series of consequential acts, but by virtue of that sort of rhyming, to return to Agamben, within history that opens history, by divine agency, to messianic time. At the juncture Paul calls the "ends of the ages," an image that requires to some degree the contrast of times, the faithfulness of God against temptation (Israel's and the Corinthians') is sounded (10:13) from above, as it were. In the analogy of the musical instrument, the strings must be activated by the bow or by some outer force causing them to vibrate. Alive to this reverberating sound, at once an intervention and an echo that draws memory and meaning out of "homogenous, empty time" 31 into a new constellation, the one who hears enters the kairos of divine faithfulness.
From Eucharist to Resurrection: Memory and Transformation in 1 Corinthians 11 and 15
Two discourses later in the letter (1 Cor 11:17-34 and 15:20-28) serve to tie the whole together around themes of time, memory, and hope. Still in a context of worship, now in the discourse concerning the Lord's Supper and problems attending that meal in strife-ridden Corinth, Paul rehearses the formula of thanksgiving and distribution: [T] The Lord's death until he comes. This stark image of death juxtaposed with parousia expectation and echoing covenantal typology recapitulates the entire discourse of the letter, for the death of Jesus marked irrevocably the transformation of chronos into kairos. The proclamation of this definitive disjuncture in time-Jesus's death for the sake of the cosmos-now distinguishes this meal from any other. In it are gathered up the times from Adam to Moses, and from the singular death of Jesus to the present proclamation of that death "until he comes." In the kairos of this celebration, memory (anamnēsis) of the Lord's death is made present through the Spirit in such a way as to make truly alive the community gathered in his name, a community capable of realizing and practicing (through kindness, patience, humility, joy in truth against injustice) the "greatest" of the spiritual gifts, love, a gift whose "song" in 1 Cor 13 is the longest poem in Paul's letters. The sacramental presence that emerges from remembering (our fathers and the death of Jesus) makes a new subject of the one commemorating. That one has been newly defined by the kairos erupting from divine action. The new subjectivity is radically relational, occurring not merely between an isolated subject and a past event, but between interconnected communal subjectivities then and now.
The pattern noted throughout-the gathering of times that marks the perception of new creation-is present here too. The temporal scheme connecting that covenant in the past to Christ's death as blood of new covenant, to collective memory of that death in thanksgiving, invokes the poetic rhythm preserved orally already before Paul in a form close to hymnic and recited by him here (11:23-26) . 33 Paul thus recalls and points through this particular rhythm and cadence to a reality strangely out of time, but one in which the memory of Jesus's death draws the community into love of the neighbor. In recalling and reenacting the "Lord's Supper," itself a gift of the Spirit (12:1-11), Paul invites the listener into the kairos of the living Christ. Conversely, where the death of Jesus is not "remembered," where it is not brought into conscious embodiment in the community, neither is one's relation to the neighbor authenticated by love; what sounds there is only a "noisy gong or a clanging cymbal" (13:1).
The New Adam
As Paul works through the final, culminating typology of 1 Corinthians, the Adam-Christ typology of 15:20-23, 45-49, he draws human existence, past, present, and future, into a "now time" in which, anticipating the final resurrection of the dead, God has already "put all things in subjection 32 Plato used the term anamnēsis to describe that recollection whereby the knowledge already within the subject is brought to mind in the present, re-membered. Hans Conzelmann reads the term as "more than mere commemoration; it means a sacramental presence" ( For since through a human being death came, so also through a human being comes the resurrection of the dead. For as in Adam all die, even so will all be brought to life in Christ.
(1 Cor 15:21-22, my trans.)
The typology depends on solidarities in embodied relationship. Thus Paul specifies the "substance" of the resurrection life that is to come as the "spiritual body" (sōma psychikon,15:44) , an indication that in Paul's view, what is raised participates in the human solidarities gathered over time and represented in the Adam-Christ typology. In the resurrection of a "spiritual body," Paul seems to have in mind the emergence of a new being whose resurrection identity in Christ completes or "perfects" (at the telos, 15:24) both corporeality and spirituality. The identity of the corporate human being is both fulfilled and "filled up" in Christ. Not Adam redivivus, but Adam novus-Adam made new by the time-gathering activity of God in the work of Christ-is the point of the typology. What is "new" is so because of the entry of God into solidarity with the whole creation, past, present, and future. Paul's extensive elaboration of the Adam-Christ typology at the end of the letter, and especially his insistence here that it is the earth creature Adam who is now gathered in Christ into a new Adamic being (15:45), is key to the radical, messianic and kairotic vision of the letter as a whole.
Re-tuning the World: Synchronicity (Syn-kairos-ity?) and the Gathered Community
A recent monograph by J. M. F. Heath 35 argues that Paul's visual piety, an aspect of his writing seldom considered in modern biblical hermeneutics, provides an essential key to understanding his theology. Paul's visual imagery, Heath contends, displays an integration of material and spiritual that guards against one-sided allegorical readings. The metamorphosis of the believer "into [the Lord's] likeness, from one degree of glory to another" (2 Cor 3:18 RSV) is Heath's point of departure. Far from airy speculation theorizing the separation of the spirit from the body, this figure of metamorphosis takes its visual cue from the death of Jesus, which-carried in the body of the (suffering) believer (i.e., Paul's own apostolic flesh)-is being manifested as Jesus's life (2 Cor 4:8-12). Reading for Paul's visual piety, Heath argues, guards against the more damaging liabilities of prioritizing word over image in post-Reformation exegesis, and renders interpretation more responsive to the complex layers of Paul's thought.
A related argument can be made for recovering Paul's poetic and aural sensibilities for exegesis of his language about time and cosmos. Specifically, in bearing witness to divine time, frequently bringing temporal language and imagery to bear in his proclamation, Paul invokes a set of relational figures-cadence, rhyme and rhythm, and above all, typology-in a way that not only illustrates a temporal concept, but also makes kairos time present for the hearer. It is no mere happenstance that Paul cites christological hymns (suggesting that the earliest retrievable Christian diction is hymnic, poetic) at key moments in communicating the gospel to his hearers. What Paul hears is not like anesthetizing "elevator music" designed to soothe the nerves of persons caged and suspended in thin air. Gazing upon the crucified body of Christ, Paul is aware at every moment of the terror of history, but also, in that very image, of the dawning new world. Through memory and commemoration, the image connects "our forebearers" and ourselves as we begin to glimpse, perhaps only in small embodied gestures in the midst of present suffering, the enormity and the expanse of that cruciform deliverance.
Insofar as we locate his particular "musicality" in the disjunctive aporiae and typological patterns that characterize his discourse, we find his theological voice perhaps nearest to modern composers like Olivier Messiaen and Arvo Pärt, for whom the duration of chronos is in creative tension with interruption and silence. Or, in a perhaps more apt analogy because nearer to Paul's cruciform epistemology, we may think of spirituals, jazz, the blues, and swing as they developed in African American cultures, where improvisation responds to a chord structure by creating spontaneous new melodies extempore and changing rhythms of temporal complexity and flexibility. 36
Conclusion
Pauline scholars have disagreed as to whether Paul's reading of history is basically a narratival "salvation history" or apocalyptic and disruptive, an utterly new creation. I propose that Paul's language of time being "gathered up," together with his typological references to the scriptural past, suggests a third interpretive frame articulated here through musical analogies of line, melody, and rhyme. In my analogy of vibrato on a violin, the bow engages the string across two tones that are antiphonally reiterated over time; what the ear hears is something new and richer. So too in Paul's kairotic discourse, relational terms break loose from mere pattern of succession in distended time, opening existence to the newly revealed reality to which Paul refers as kainē ktisis, a new creation.
In the letter's opening discourse on the cross (1:18-31), Paul professes to know nothing "except Jesus Christ and him crucified" (2:2). God's own liberating entry into the nadir of human suffering in time entails a radical transformation of perception generated by the gathering of all time into that singular act of wresting life out of death. While the crucifixion of God's Messiah exhibits a radical entry of the divine into the conditions of the world, it is not simply derivative of the world's conditions. The "fundamental re-tuning" derives from something transcendent, it comes to us. No sound emerges from a violin except through the action of bow to string stretched over space and time. Paul's theology, too, is tensive, requiring the stretching (extentus) of our categories of time and space, body and spirit, and trust in the emergence of the utterly new in response to the re-tuning touch of the divine bow.
36 Literary scholar Wilfried Raussert observes jazz musicians' handling of the rise and fall of the beat: "The fact that both movements can be experienced simultaneously demonstrates why the rhythmic quality of jazz has come to be seen as a musical expression of time conceptions which create the impression that past and future coexist at the same time. The present emerges from a simultaneous experience of past and future, the experience of the vanishing and rising beat." See Wilfried Raussert, "Jazz, Time and Narrativity," American Studies 45 (2000): 519-34 (522).
